
Prep 7

Hatherop Castle

5 Day Cumulus Mountain Residential 



About the Company

Cumulus Outdoors Limited is an outdoor adventure and training specialist company providing services 
to individuals, groups, schools and companies/organisations. The company ethos is to provide the 
highest levels of expertise to conduct a wide range of activities safely. “Challenge by Choice” is applied 
throughout to ensure all participants decide the level of challenge they want to undertake. 

Our Activities 

We have the official accreditation for our activities and working practices wherever required. 
The licensing bodies principally involved with this are: 
- Adventure Activities Licensing Authority (AALS)
- Institute for Outdoor Learning
- Learning Outside the Classroom (LOTC)
- Approved Activity Provider (Duke of Edinburgh) 

We have comprehensive Risk Assessments for all of our activities, which are annually reviewed and 
updated. Safety briefs and supervision are key elements of our courses. 

Insurance 

Our statement of fact regarding our insurance is attached below. To summarise we have: 
- Public Liability: £10,000,000  - Employers Liability: £10,000,000   - Products Liability: £5,000,000

Our Staff 

On all Cumulus Mountain Programmes we maintain ratios of staff to students of 1:10. The leaders of 
our camps are fully trained on all aspects of Bushcraft skills and company procedure. They also hold the 
following qualifications: 
First Person on Scene 1st Aid - Level 2 (FPOS), Food Hygiene Certificate, Enhanced DBS Check

Accommodation 

The students will sleep in 2 or 3 man expedition tents, these have ground sheets and can sleep 
between 2 to 3 students depending on age. In addition there will be a large communal Bell Tent. There 
will be two members of staff staying on site.

Food

The students will be provided with Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. Students can bring their snacks onto 
the trip.
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Health and Safety Statement of Intent

Cumulus Outdoor Events is a specialist outdoor activity and education company focussed on providing 
objective based outdoor education and coastal activities for young people. We are based in the heart of 
the county of Dorset and operate camps from Burnbake Campsite.

The overall management of health and safety issues within Cumulus Outdoors is the responsibility of 
the Board of Directors.

We are committed to the requirements of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and as such we 
provide a safe working environment for our employees with safe use of equipment, storage of 
equipment and substances and transportation. We also provide appropriate health and welfare 
facilities for both employees and clients.

Our primary emphasis is on the health and safety of our young clients and their adult supervisors. Prior 
to any visit, our clients will receive full information regarding risk assessments and risk control associ-
ated with learning and playing within the camp environment and the various activities included in the 
programme. We make every attempt for this not to impact on the overall experience and the young 
people gain a fully rounded experience from their stay at the Cumulus Coast Camp.

We perform extensive and in depth risk assessments for all environments and activities involved in the 
camp. All risk reduction controls are monitored and amended if necessary to ensure all safety aspects 
are covered. We will ensure all employees are fully trained in all aspects of providing the residential 
camp to maintain the smooth running of the experience whilst being ever mindful of the necessity of 
promoting the health and safety of all users.

We have emergency procedures in place to deal with possible emergency situations, we will record any 
health and safety incidents and we will amend procedures in the light of reviewing these 
occurrences.

Lastly, we embed our focus on health and safety promotion into the learning objectives of the young 
people during their stay at Cumulus Mountain Camp.

Sam Thompson

Managing Director
Cumulus Outdoor Events Ltd
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Campsites

Main Campsite - Llyn Gwynant Campsite

  Nant Gwynant
  Caernarfon 
  LL55 4NW
  
  Tel: 01766 890302
  

The campsite is accessed by taking a turn off the A498, just at the head of the lake, beside our large 
green campsite sign. Large vehicles such as motorhomes can only access by taking a left hand turn 
heading north (up the hill), and so you may need to turn in the layby beside the lake.

The grid reference for the campsite is 648525. Note that a number of sat navs and on-line post code 
locators (such as MultiMap.com and StreetMap.co.uk) give incorrect locations for this postcode LL55 
4NW and place the campsite at the wrong end of the lake! The Ordinance Survey map shows the 
campsite correctly as per this map, at the north end of the lake.
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Itinerary (please note that timings and order of activities may be altered on delivery) 

Day 1

13.30  Arrival, Introduction

  Orientation 
  Arrive at midday at Campsite. 

13.30  Lunch

  Campcraft
  Set up camp. Team activities.

18.30  Supper - Pot of Stew
  
  Evening Activity
  Nightline

Cumulus Mountain 3, 4 or 5 day programmes encourage students to explore the great outdoors and 
learn about the natural world. Set in a mountain camp near the stunning Jurassic coastline, with 24 
hour on-site pastoral care.

Day 2

8.00  Breakfast

  Climbing
  Llanberis day: Climbing at Fachwen rocks.  

13.00  Lunch

  Surf Snowdonia
  Learn how to surf on one of the UK’s only surf park!

18.30  Supper - Dinner at Pete’s Eats 
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Day 3

8.00  Breakfast

  Expedition
  Mountain walk up to Snowdonia! 

13.00  Lunch

  Expedition Continues
  Hopefully summiting Snowdonia (if weather conditions allow), the group will then make 
  their way down.

18.30  Supper 
  
  Evening Activity
  

Day 4

8.00  Breakfast

  Gorge Scrambling
  Afon Du Gorge 

13.00  Lunch

  Games
  Games

18.30  Supper - BBQ
  
  In-camp entertainment
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Day 5

8.00  Breakfast

Leave No Trace
  This is a group discussion where the students discuss the impact of humans on the 
                           environment and how it effects the natural landscape. They will learn the ethical
                           importance of leaving no trace. 
 
13.00  Depart

  
  
  

Learning Outcomes

  Students will learn:
  • Work effectively and safely as a team member 
  • To take responsibility for your own and others actions
  • Develop as an individual through our challenge by choice ethos
  • Appreciate and respect the natural coastal environment 
                               



Kit List 
Below you can find our recommended kit list. We do stress that it is not necessary 
to go out and buy all new and expensive kit to come on our courses. So long as 
you have a sleeping bag and roll mat, torch, appropriate footwear and some warm 
clothes you will be fine, but just to be sure we have outlined the key items of kit.

ESSENTIALS (AS A MINIMUM REQUIREMENT): 
• Large rucksack (or alternative bag/ suitcase) 
• Small rucksack for daytime away from camp (must fit a pair of shoes,    
   full change of clothes, towel, lunch and water bottle)
• Warm sleeping bag (season 3) 
• Roll mat 
• Tracksuit/ hard-wearing trousers suitable for outdoor activities
• T-shirts (one per day)
• Warm jumpers/ fleece (two minimum)
• Waterproof jacket and trousers 
• Warm socks and underwear 
• Footwear (two pairs suitable for outdoor activities) & one pair suitable 
   footwear for water-based activities 
(e.g old trainers - NO crocs or neoprene beach shoes) 
• Swimwear 
• Towel(s) 
• Wash bag including toothbrush, toothpaste and face wipes 
• Water bottle (minimum 500ml)
• Good torch with fresh batteries  
• Alcohol hand gel 
• Any medication (asthma inhalers, allergy tablets etc.) 
• Weather dependant items (below)
• Bin liner for wet/ dirty kit for end of camp
• Sun cream 
• Sun hat 
 
WEATHER DEPENDENT: 
• Wellington boots
• Warm hat and gloves 
  
All students must bring their own sleeping bag and roll mat. 
In extreme circumstances, Cumulus Outdoors can provide a sleeping bag, roll mat 
and blankets. Please refrain from packing electrical items and sweets.

OPTIONAL: 
 • Sleeping bag liner 
 • Pillow  
 • Whistle
 • Insect repellent (non-aerosol) 



Parent Consent and Emergency Form	
Participant	Residential	Consent	Form	

	

To	whom	it	may	concern,	 	 	 	  		
I	…………………………………………………….	parent	/	guardian	agree	to	allow	
……………………………………………...............	to	participate	in	land	and	water	based	
adventurous	activities	during	the	camping	residential.	Cumulus	Outdoors	is	inspected	
annually	by	the	Adventure	Activity	Licensing	Service	(AALS)	for	adventurous	
activities.	I	understand	that	this/these	activities	is/are	an	adventurous	activity	and	
there	are	inherent	risks	involved.	Accidents	can	happen	without	any	contributory	
negligence	from	the	centre	or	its	staff.	In	addition,	Cumulus	Outdoors	can	accept	no	
responsibility	for	loss	or	damage	to	personal	property	or	for	personal	injury	not	
arising	as	a	result	of	its	own	act	or	default.	
	
I	understand	that	Cumulus	Outdoor	Events	Ltd	has	been	granted	a	licence	to	provide	
these	activities	under	their	AALS	License	for	youths	under	the	age	of	18	years	or	are	
covered	by	our	Code	of	Practice.	Cumulus	Outdoors	holds	the	relevant	insurance	
documentation	to	cover	the	participant	throughout	their	residential.	
	
Cumulus	Outdoor	Events	Ltd	confirms	that	we	will	refer	to	your	child’s	school	medical	
information	prior	to	undertaking	any	of	the	above	activities.	
	
Signature	…………………………………………	Date		…………………………………………	
	
School/	Group/	Organisation:	……………………………………………………………….	
	
Consent	form	for	the	use	of	photographs	or	video	(Parents	and	children).	
	
Cumulus	Outdoors	recognises	the	need	to	ensure	the	welfare	and	safety	of	all	young	
people	in	adventurous	activities.	In	accordance	with	our	child	protection	policy	we	
will	not	permit	photographs,	video	or	other	images	of	young	people	to	be	taken	
without	the	consent	of	the	parents	/	guardians	and	children.	

Cumulus	Outdoors	will	take	all	steps	to	ensure	these	images	are	used	solely	for	the	
purposes	of	marketing	to	Youth	and	Schools	of	which	they	are	intended.	If	you	
become	aware	that	these	images	are	being	used	inappropriately	you	should	inform	
Cumulus	Outdoors	immediately.	

I	(parent	/	guardian………………………………………..…….……)	consent	to	Cumulus	Outdoors	
photographing	or	videoing	(insert	name……………………………..…………………….…………)	

Emergency	Contact	Details	

Name	 Address	 Telephone	Number	
1.	 	 	

2.	 	 	
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Medical and Diertary Information
	

Individual	Medical	&	Dietary	Form	
	
	
This	information	is	used	to	help	ensure	the	activities	used	are	suitable	for	the	
participants.	The	information	is	also	used	for	Cumulus	staff	members	who	are	
supervising/instructing	/	the	groups/individuals	during	the	activities/	
residential.	At	the	end	of	the	activity/	residential,	all	information	is	destroyed	
after	3	years.	It	is	recommended	that	participants	consult	with	their	GP	to	gain	
advice	on	the	suitability	of	attending	if	they	have	any	conditions.	
	
PARTICIPANT		 	
NAME:	 	
SCHOOL/	GROUP	
ORGANISATION:	

	

ADDRESS:	
	
	

	

DATE	OF	BIRTH:	 	
MEDICAL	PRACTICE:	
(address	and	
number)	
	

	

DOCTORS	NAME:	 	
	
MEDICAL	 YES/NO	 IF	YES,	PLEASE	SPECIFY:	
	
MEDICAL	
CONDITIONS	
(Please	continue	
overleaf	if	required)	
	
	
Such	as:	Asthma,	Epilepsy		

	 	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
DIETARY		 YES/NO	 IF	YES,	PLEASE	SPECIFY:	
	
DIETARY	
REQUIREMENTS	
(Including	those	of	
religious	beliefs)	

	 	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
I	(parent	/	guardian…………………………………………………………..)	certify	the	above	
information	to	be	correct.	
	


